
Funny Kid Stand Up: Get Ready for Non-Stop
Laughter with Jamie Grimm
Prepare to embark on a hilarious adventure with Jamie Grimm, the star of
Barbara Park's latest children's book, 'Funny Kid Stand Up.' This witty and
charming novel follows Jamie's journey as he takes the stage as a stand-
up comedian for the first time.
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A Journey of Laughter and Discovery

Jamie Grimm is a clever and imaginative boy with an infectious enthusiasm
for all things comedy. When his school announces a talent show, Jamie
sees it as the perfect opportunity to share his love of humor.

With the help of his supportive parents and quirky best friend, Lou, Jamie
embarks on a crash course in stand-up comedy. He learns the art of
crafting jokes, timing his delivery, and handling stage fright.
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Along the way, Jamie encounters various obstacles and challenges. He
battles with self-doubt, fears of failure, and the pressure to be funny. But
with his resilience and determination, he perseveres, honing his comedic
skills and gaining confidence.

A Cast of Unforgettable Characters

Barbara Park brings to life a cast of endearing characters that add depth to
Jamie's comedic journey.

Jamie Grimm: The protagonist of the story, Jamie is a funny,
determined, and relatable boy who dreams of making people laugh.

Lou: Jamie's best friend, Lou is a loyal and supportive companion who
shares his passion for comedy.

Mr. and Mrs. Grimm: Jamie's parents are loving and supportive. They
encourage his comedic aspirations and provide him with a safe space
to practice his jokes.

Mr. Jefferson: Jamie's teacher, Mr. Jefferson, is a comedic mentor
who helps Jamie develop his stage presence and hone his craft.

A Humorous and Heartwarming Read

'Funny Kid Stand Up' is not just a laugh-out-loud comedy but also a
heartwarming story about friendship, self-belief, and the power of humor.

Barbara Park's witty writing and charming characters will resonate with
young readers, inspiring them to embrace their own unique talents and to
never give up on their dreams, no matter how silly they may seem.

Free Download Your Copy Today!



Don't miss out on the hilarious adventures of Jamie Grimm in 'Funny Kid
Stand Up' by Barbara Park. Free Download your copy today and join Jamie
on his journey to make the world a funnier place, one joke at a time.

Available at all major bookstores and online retailers.
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Rediscover the Old Testament with a
Captivating Graphic Novel
Prepare to embark on an extraordinary literary journey as you dive into
the pages of Brick Bible Presents: New Spin on the Old Testament. This
captivating graphic novel...
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The Christmas Story: The Brick Bible for Kids
LEGO&reg; Bricks Meet the Nativity Prepare your children for the magic
of Christmas with The Brick Bible for Kids: The Christmas Story. This
beloved...
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